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On stationary sets and regressive functions 
By G. F O D O R in Szeged 
For every a, coa denotes the initial number of and Kcf^) denotes the least 
cardinal number m such that can be expressed as the sum of m cardinal numbers 
< If cf (a) — a then and a>a are said to be regular; otherwise they are singular. 
An ordinal number a is called a limit number if there is no /? such that a — p +1 . 
We say that is a limit cardinal number if a is a limit number. Let now W(a>x) = 
= {£: \ < o)a}. We call a subset S of lV(ojJ confinal to fV(o)J if for every v £ W(cox) 
there is a fi£S such that >v . A subset C of W(cox) is called closed if the limit o f 
any fundamental sequence of elements of C belongs to C whenever this limit is 
smaller than a>x. Let M<zW(o)x). If W(cox)—M does not contain a closed subset 
confinal to W(OJJ then we say that M is stationary; otherwise it is called non-
stationary. We call a function f(y) o n M c (^(ioj into W(cox) regressive if for every 
y£M the inequality f(y) < y (and /(0) = 0 for 0£M) holds. 
We assume that cf(a) > 0 and the set of the regular initial numbers < <wcf(ci) is 
non-stationary in W(co,,f(c()). We shall prove the following statements. 
(i) Every stationary subset of W(coJ may be expressed as the sum of Xcf(3V 
mutually disjoint stationary sets. 
BLOCH [1] has proved this statement for A = l . 
(ii) Let S be a stationary subset of lV(ojj. The set S may be expressed as the 
sum U S,t of NCf(a) mutually disjoint stationary sets such that for each stationary 
>!<u> Cf(a) 
subset MczS there is an ordinal number t]0 < OJC1(A) for which M f] Sno is a stationary set.. 
(iii) If for every limit number c £ (V(co,) there exists a sequence of ordinal 
numbers / , (£) < / 2 ( f ) <... < < ... converging to c then for all but finitely many 
positive integers i there is a set Si of the cardinal number K, such that the set {£: /¡(0= 7}" 
is stationary in lV(m,) for each y f Si. 
This theorem is a generalization of a theorem of B . ROTMAN [4]. 
By the proof of these statements we shall use the following 
T h e o r e m I. Let QJx be an initial number which is not confinal to to, {Ky}y<r 
(x =! COc f(a)) a sequence of the type x of of non-empty and mutually disjoint non-stationary 
subset of W(cox) and xy the first element of Kr Let us suppose that the elements xy 
are arranged according to. their magnitude, i.e. xy < Xp for y < p. If the set {xy}v<r 
is. non-stationary and in the case X — OJC[(X) confinal to W(WX) then the set (J Ky is' 
non-stationary. (See [3].) y < r 
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T h e o r e m II. Let a>x be a regular initial number >GJ and o a regular limit 
•ordinal number, Q<COx. The set of all ordinal numbers ). < OJx of the second kind 
which are confinal to Q is a stationary subset of ^(COJ. (See [2].) 
T h e o r e m III. Let toa be an initial number which is not confinal to co, M a subset 
of lV(coJ and g(y) a regressive function on M. If M is a stationary subset of tV(cox) 
then there exists an ordinal number n<coa and a stationary subset N of M such that 
,g{y)^n for every y£N. (See [3].) 
First we prove with the method of G. BLOCH [4] the following 
L e m m a 1. If cox is a regular initial number with a > 0 and (Op is a given regular 
initial number smaller than cox then every stationary subset of the set of the limit 
numbers < <±>a which are confinal to ojlt may be expressed as the sum of mutually 
disjoint stationary sets. 
P r o o f . By Theorem II the set A of the limit numbers which are confinal 
to cop is a Stationary subset of W(cox). Let us denote by 5 a stationary subset of 
the set A. 
We prove that there exists a regressive function <p on the set S with the property: 
(P) if S = RU Q is a decomposition of S into two disjoint sets R and Q such 
•that cp is bounded on the set R (i.e. there exists an ordinal number y < ma such that 
<p(0 < y for every c £ R), then the set Q is stationary in W(tox). 
Since 5 c A there exists for every element ££ S an increasing sequence {^n}„<tap 
of the type cop of ordinal numbers such that lim £n = We define now on the 
q<top 
set S a sequence {fn}n<a>t of the type a>p of regressive functions as follows: let 
4 Z S and 
f 0 if £ = 0, 
if is a limit number. 
We show now that there exists an ordinal number /7 <a)p for which the function 
fn has the property (P). Suppose on the contrary that t]^ojp but fn does not have 
the property (P). Then to every ordinal number rj-^cop there corresponds a decompo-
sition S = Rq UQn of 5 into two disjoint sets Rn and Q„ such that the function/), 
is bounded on the set Rn and the set g„ is non-stationary in fV(cox). Thus by Theorem I 
the set (J Qn is non-stationary in lV(cox); consequently the set W(cox)— (J Qn 
ri<iop t\<(Vp 
contains a closed subset confinal to fV(cox). Since 
W K ) - U Qn = ( ^ K ) - 5 ) U ( n *„) rj<Oip t]<uj0 
and the set W(wx) — S does not contain a closed subset confinal to W(cox), the set 
P| Rq is confinal to iV(cox). Since for every rj^ojp the function fn is bounded on 
1<<op 
the set f] Rn and a)p<a>x, there exists an ordinal number y < w a such that each 
n<<op 
of the functions /„ is bounded by y, which contradicts the definition of the functions 
fn(rj < (Op). Thus there exists a regressive function <p on the set 5 with the property (P). 
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Let H be" the set of all ordinal numbers y for which the set of the solutions 
of the equation <p(£) = y is confinal to W(cox). By Theorem III the set is non-empty. 
For every element y £ H let: us denote by My the set of the solutions of the equation 
•<p(0 = y-
M7={US:q>(® = y}. 
.It is clear that the sets My (y£H) are mutually disjoint. Put 
M = (J My. yiH 
The set H is confinal to ^(CDJ. For if not, the function (p would be bounded on 
the set M. Consequently, since <p has the property (P), the set S — M would be 
stationary, which is impossible since by Theorem III there exists a subset S' of 
S — M which is confinal to fV(COX) and an ordinal number y < OJX such that </>(£) = y 
for every f £ S'. Thus the set H is confinal to W(cox). Let H' be the set of all elements 
7 of the set H for which the sets My are non-stationary in W(cox). Put 
M' — (J My. 
YDH' 
Xet us denote by xy the first element of the set Mr By Theorem III the set {xy}y6ii. 
is non-stationary in W(coa) since for the function 
g(Xy) = 7 
the relation g(xy) ¿¿g(xT) holds if y ^ T. Thus by Theorem I the set M' is non-stationary 
in W(toa). Since the function <p has the property (P), it follows that <p is not bounded 
on the set S — M. Consequently the set H—H' is confinal to W(cox). Let y0 be the 
first element of the set H—H' and let 
| M I O U ( S - y i i , ) U ( U Mr) if 7 = To, 
£ _ ; yiH ziH-H' 
y [My if y^H-H' and y * y0 . 
I t is clear, that 
U LY y<(Ox 
is a decomposition of the set S into mutually disjoint stationary sets. 
Now we prove with the aid of Lemma 1 the following 
T h e o r e m 2. If a>x is an initial number with cf (a) > 0 and the set of regular 
.initial numbers < o)cf(r) is non-stationary in tV(ojc((c!)) then every stationary subset 
•of W{coj may.be expressed as the sum of n,.{(x)mutual/y disjoint stationary sets. 
P r o o f . We distinguish two cases: 
a) cf (a) = a, b) cf (a) < a. 
Case a). Let S be an. arbitrary stationary subset of W(cox), and {gv}v<t f t = o i j 
the sequence of the regular initial numbers < cox arranged according to their magni-
tude. Let us denote by Pv the set of the limit numbers < cox which are confinal to 
,qv. It is clear that the sets Pv (V<T) give decomposition of the set W(cox) — + 1: 
< cox} into mutually disjoint sets. By our assumption the set {£?v}v<t's non-stationary 
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in W(a>a). Thus by Theorem I there exists an ordinal number v0 < t for which the set 
M=Sf)PV0 
is stationary in W(cox). By Lemma 1 the set M can be expressed as the sum of 
mutually disjoint stationary sets M ^ i < cox). Put 
It is clear that 
M0U(S-M) if /t = 0, 
if / i<o)a and n 0. 
• U N„ 
fl<(Oa 
is a decomposition of S into mutually disjoint stationary sets. 
. Case b). Let Z be a closed subset of fV(cox) which is confinal to fV(coa) and the-
elements of which are greater than a>cf(si). Further let Z={zy}y<ai.n;) be a well--
ordering of the elements of Z according to their magnitude such that lim zy — zz 
y<r 
for every limit number T <cocf(a). Since the function f(^) — zi is increasing and 
continuous, / (£) maps every subset of ^(co^^) closed and confinal to fV(coc{(x))-
into a subset of W(cox) closed and confinal to W(coa). It follows from this that the 
function / (£) maps every stationary (or non-stationary) subset of H7(®cf(tt)) into 
a stationary (or non-stationary) subset of W(cox). Let {ev}v<r ( t^co c f ( a )) be the set 
of the regular initial numbers < GJcf(a) arranged according to their magnitude. 
Let us denote by f v the set of the limit numbers <cacf(xy which are confinal to gv. Put 
Go = {^{+i^<iwc f (a )}, />v = {z { :^er v }. 
It is clear that 
U K (T — I°CR(A)) 
V < T 
is a decomposition of the set Z — Q0 into mutually disjoint sets Pv (V<T). By our 
assumption the set {£>v}v<r is non-stationary in W(coc[(x)). Thus the set {zev}v<T. 
is non-stationary in W(<x>x). It is easy to see that the first element of the set Pv is zQv. 
By Theorem 1 there exists an ordinal number v0 < r for which the set 
M=Sf)PV0 
is stationary in fV(cox). According to Lemma 1 the set Tv can be expressed as the 
sum of Xcr(tl) mutually disjoint in lV(o)cf(x)) stationary sets. Consequently the set. 
M can be expressed as Kcf(a) mutually disjoint sets M„ (/; •< cocf(a)), stationary in W(coa). 
Put 
f M 0 U ( S - M ) if /1 = 0, 
N = \ '' [M^ if /t<a>cf(tl) and ¡.i ^ 0. 
It is clear that 
U iv„ 
H<u>cf(v) 
is a decomposition o f - S into XCf(a) mutually disjoint sets, stationary in W(cox).. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. If mx is an initial number with cf (a) = y 4- 1, then every stationary-
subset of fV(cox) can be expressed as mutually disjoint stationary sets. 
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P r o o f . The set R of the regular initial numbers smaller than coy+l has power 
•S consequently the set R is non-stationary in W(coy+i). 
It follows from Theorem 2 with the aid of Theorem I the following 
T h e o r e m 4. If S is a stationary subset of W(cox), c/(a) >0 , and the set of the 
regular initial numbers < со cS(o[) is non-stationary in W(o)c[(x)), then the set 
S can be expressed as the sum (J Sn of mutually disjoint stationary sets 
Ч<<ОСГ(А) 
Sn such that for each stationary subset M of S there is an ordinal number t]0 < ojc((al) 
for which M П S,l0 is a stationary set. 
II. 
Suppose we are given, for each countable limit ordinal number a sequence 
•of ordinal numbers / i ® < / 2 ( £ ) < • • • converging to B. ROTMAN [4] has proved 
that, for all but finitely many positive integers i, each function / г takes N, different 
values, K] times each; i.e. there is a set S i of power K] such that the set :/;(<;) = у} 
lhas power for each y£ S^ 
We prove in this paper the following more general result. 
T h e o r e m 5. If for every limit number £ £ W(co,) there exists a sequence of 
•ordinal numbers</гЮ < ••• </,(£) < ••• converging to £ then for all but finitely 
.many positive integers i there is a set Si of power K, such that the set {£:/;(£) = У} 
.is stationary in W(OJ ,) for each y£S,-. 
First we prove the following. 
L e m m a 6. Let <±>x be a regular initial number with a > 0 , S a stationary subset 
of W(cox), and f(£) a regressive function on S, then the difference S—U, where U is 
the union of those sets {£:/(£) = у} (у €/(5)) which are stationary in IV(OJx), is ПОП 
.stationary in fV(cox). 
P r o o f . Let {r]v}v<z (т ^cox) be the set of the ordinal numbers ц 6/(S) arranged 
according to their magnitude, for which the sets Кц = {£€ £:/(£) = >7} are non-
stationary in W(co J . Let us denote by the first element of the set . By Theorem III 
the set {£v}v<t is non-stationary in W(a>x) since for the function 
the relation g(£v) holds if V^T. Thus by Theorem I the set 
к = U 
V < т 
is non-stationary in W((ox). Since S — К is equal to the union of those sets {£:f(£,) = y} 
iy€f(S)) which are stationary in W(cox), the lemma is proved. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 5. It is clear that, for every /<ш, the domain of the 
function/; is the set L of the limit numbers £ £ W(co j). Let us denote by L ; the union 
of the sets of the form {£:/;(£) = у} (у€/г(^)) which are stationary in W(OJ,). By 
Lemma 6, there exists a non-stationary set Ht for every г<<и such that L, = L — H¡. 
Since а х ш ! , the set 
н = U H t i<(o 
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is, by Theorem I, non-stationary in Wico^. Thus the set L — H contains a closed-
subset Z which is confinai to W(cOi). Since 
L- \JH,= f](L-Hd, 
Í<Ü) i<(0 
the relation 
Z c fi (L-Hà = fi L, 
Í < CO i<u) 
holds. Let {Av)}v<T(i) (i<co) be the set of the elements ÀÇ.ft(L) for which Ky = 
= {£,(iL:fi({,) = X} is stationary in W(tOj). It is clear that 
¿ « = 1 1 ^ i " -
v<T<" 
We show now that the assumption i f ' « ® , for all i leads to a contradiction. If the 
inequality x ( 0 <co i holds for every i<a> then the power of the set 
r = U W>},<t<., i<o) 
is smaller than Xj. In this case there is an ordinal number y<cu, which is greater 
than each element of the set r . Now if 
H í Z ^ fi L u 
i < 10 
then the relation 
Uriar 
holds for each / < co ; consequently 
/i = lim fi(n)^y. 
It follows from this that each element (i£Z is smaller than y + 1 which is impossible: 
since the set Z is confinai to ,). 
We show now that the relation holds for all but finitely many integers i.. 
In the contrary case there would exist an increasing sequence {ij}j<a of natural 
numbers such that x ( , J ' )<a)1 for each / < o). But then we could apply to this sequence: 
the preceding arguments thus obtaining a j for which x(l^ = coi. This contradiction, 
finishes the proof of Theorem 5. 
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